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29.6% of veterans report having a 
disability. 

That's 3.5 million individuals between the ages of 21-64.



68% of veterans with both American Community Survey (ACS) and 

Service-Connected (SC) disabilities are unemployed.



Only 25% of veterans with a SC rating of 70% or higher are 
employed.



We are at an inflection point in the technological advancements of 
society with the advent of autonomous agents and it would be an 
absolute disgrace if we didn't help this underserved population 

that has sacrificed so much for the country.



Mission

RemotePatriot.com is pioneering a new era in remote work by sourcing disabled veterans with meaningful 

opportunities. Leveraging cutting-edge LLM autonomous agent architecture, we create personalized agents for each 

job seeker, revolutionizing the way veterans find and secure remote work.

Vision

To transform the job-seeking experience for disabled veterans, providing a seamless and empowering process where 

AI-driven agents actively match veterans with ideal job positions, setting a new industry standard.



Core Competencies

1.  Innovative LLM Autonomous Agent Architecture: Personalized agents for each job seeker.

2.  Job Scraper & Textual Database: Proprietary function for seamless job search.

3.  Intelligent Resume Builder: AI-guided resume enhancement.

4.  Game-Changing User Experience: Autonomous applications and follow-ups."

We are the first platform to use 
autonomous agents for job matching. 



Target Audience & Benefits

Job Seekers (Disabled Veterans)  

 

1.  Matched with meaningful work they are qualified for.

2. Work in an environment that accommodates their 

unique needs

3. Source of significant income that reduces life 

stressors  

 

 



Target Audience & Benefits

Employers

 

1.  Recruit from a talent pool with proven leadership, 

management, inter-personal communication, and 

discipline.

2. Support an underserved population that has 

sacrificed for this country

3. Through Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) and 

the Wounded Warriors Tax Credit, employers can 

receive between $2,400 and $9,600 in tax credits 

per disabled veteran hired.

4. Even some time after a veteran is hired through the 

platform, the Talent Acquisition Autonomous agent 

can headhunt the now role-experienced veteran on 

autopilot.

 

 



demo



Way Forward

This is the next evolution of the job board.

We are setting the standard for what the future of job 

seeking and talent acquisition looks like.

 

 

Visit RemotePatriot.com and reach out to learn how you 

can support this vision.

 

 

Remote Patriot is not just a platform; 

it's a movement to empower disabled veterans.

 

http://remotepatriot.com/


AGI may very well reshape the future of the job market.

But until then, Remote Patriot will continue shaping a future where technology serves humanity.


